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Abstract

Aim: Effects of submaximal stimulation frequencies on myofascial force

transmission were investigated for rat anterior crural muscles with all motor

units activated.

Methods: Tibialis anterior and extensor hallucis longus (TAEHL) muscles

were kept at constant muscle–tendon complex length, but extensor digito-

rum longus muscle (EDL) was lengthened distally. All muscles were activated

simultaneously at 10, 20, 30 and 100 Hz within an intact anterior crural

compartment.

Results: At lower frequencies, significant proximo-distal EDL force dif-

ferences exist. Absolute EDL proximo-distal active force differences were

highest at 100 Hz (DFdist-prox ¼ 0.4 N). However, the normalized differ-

ence was highest at 10 Hz (DFdist-prox ¼ 30%Fdist). Firing-frequency

dependent shifts of the ascending limb of the EDL length–force curve to

higher lengths were confirmed for a muscle within an intact compartment,

although effects of firing frequency assessed at proximal and distal EDL

tendons differed quantitatively. As EDL was lengthened distally, TAEHL

distal isometric active force decreased progressively. The absolute decrease

was highest for 100 Hz (DFfrom initial ¼ )0.25 N). However, the highest

normalized decrease was found for 10 Hz stimulation (DFfrom initial ¼
)40%).

Conclusions: At submaximal stimulation frequencies, myofascial force

transmission is present and the fraction of force transmitted myofascially

increases with progressively lower firing frequencies. Evidently, the stiffness

of epimuscular myofascial paths of force transmission decreases less than the

stiffness of serial sarcomeres and myotendinous pathways. It is concluded

that low firing frequencies as encountered in vivo enhance the relative

importance of epimuscular myofascial force transmission with respect to

myotendinous force transmission.

Keywords anterior crural compartment, connective tissue, extensor

digitorum longus muscle, firing frequency, length force characteristics,

myofascial force transmission, tibialis anterior muscle.
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In addition to myotendinous force transmission (Trotter

et al. 1985, Tidball 1991, Trotter 2002), force exerted

by sarcomeres is transmitted via alternative pathways

(Street & Ramsey 1965, Street 1983). Via the muscle

fibre cytoskeleton, which is connected to the basal

lamina, a fraction of the force exerted by sarcomeres is

transmitted onto the connective tissue within the muscle

(myofascial force transmission). This intramuscular

connective tissue is connected to the intermuscular

connective tissues and to similar stromata of other

muscles as well as to extramuscular connective tissues.

Proof of the existence of such epimuscular myofascial

force transmission is a difference in force exerted at the

origin and insertion of a muscle (Huijing 1998, Huijing

& Baan 2001a, 2003). Such transmission has been

shown for muscles within the anterior crural compart-

ment of the rat (Huijing & Baan 2001a,b), and in

gradually dissected rat medial gastrocnemius muscle

(Rijkelijkhuizen et al. 2005), the rat flexor carpi ulnaris

(FCU) muscle (Smeulders et al. 2002) as well as human

FCU in patients with cerebral palsy (Kreulen et al.

2003, 2004). One of the important factors affecting

muscle length–force characteristics is the level of mus-

cular excitation. The effects of stimulation frequencies

on muscle length–force characteristics, of fully dissected

in situ muscles, have been recognized since the obser-

vations of Rack & Westbury (1969): at low stimulation

frequencies, the length–force curves of muscles are not

scaled versions of their curves at 100 Hz. Using pulse

trains with a constant asynchronous stimulation fre-

quency (CSF), it was shown that the ascending limb of

the length–force curve of cat soleus muscle shifted to

higher muscle length as stimulation frequency was

lowered (Rack & Westbury 1969, Roszek & Huijing

1997, Brown et al. 1999).

The major mechanisms by which length–force char-

acteristics are altered are predominantly intracellular

ones, such as the length-dependent calcium sensitivity of

force; increasing sarcomere length results in an enhanced

sensitivity to calcium (Stephenson & Williams 1982,

Stephenson & Wendt 1984). The question arises

whether such effects, of intracellular origin, on length–

force characteristics are recognizable also in muscle that

is still embedded within its natural context of connective

tissues, or that such effects are modified by higher levels

of tissue organization [as argued as a possibility by

Huijing (2003) and Huijing & Jaspers (2005)]. Major

distributions in sarcomere lengths due to myofascial

force transmission (Yucesoy et al. 2002, Maas et al.

2003a) could be a factor in such potential modifications.

Low muscular firing frequencies play an important role

in the in vivo motor control. For example, firing

frequencies in rat muscle vary between 10 and 60 Hz

(Hennig & Lomo 1985). Therefore, it is necessary to

assess the presence and importance of epimuscular

myofascial force transmission at physiological stimula-

tion frequencies. This thought is also inspired by work

by Kronecker & Cash (1880), who, after noting effects

of a passive muscle on an actively shortening neighbour-

ing muscle, reported that at intermediate levels of

stimulation of the muscle, the neighbouring active

muscle was not impeded significantly. This may suggest

that although myofascial force transmission is highly

important at maximal stimulation, this may not be the

case at submaximal levels of stimulation. Therefore, the

aim of this study is twofold: (1) to assess the presence of

epimuscular myofascial force transmission at low firing

frequencies, and if present at significant levels, its

relative importance compared with that at high firing

frequencies; and (2) if present, to asses if myofascial

force transmission modifies the firing frequency-related

effects on muscle length–force characteristics.

Methods

Surgical and experimental procedures were in agree-

ment with the guidelines and regulations concerning

animal welfare and experimentation set forth by Dutch

law, and approved by the Committee on Ethics of

Animal Experimentation at the Vrije Universiteit.

Immediately after all experiments, animals were killed

using an overdose of urethane solution, and double-

sided pneumothorax was performed.

Surgical procedures

Seven male Wistar rats [Rattus norvegicus (Berkenhout,

1769)] with a mean body mass of 303.4 g (SD ¼ 11.80)

were anaesthetized using intraperitoneally injected

urethane solution (1.5 g kg)1 body mass). Extra doses

were given if necessary (maximally 1.5 mL). During

surgery and data collection, the rats were placed on a

heated water pad of approx. 37 �C, to prevent hypo-

thermia.

The anterior crural compartment, which envelopes

tibialis anterior (TA), extensor digitorum longus (EDL)

and extensor hallucis longus (EHL) muscles (see Fig. 1),

was exposed by removing the skin and most of the

biceps femoris muscle from the left hind limb. Con-

nective tissue at the muscle bellies of TA, EHL and EDL

was left intact. However, the transverse crural ligament

and the crural cruciate ligament were severed and

limited fasciotomy was performed to dissect the distal

tendons of EDL, TA and EHL. As it is difficult to

measure force exerted by each EDL tendon individually,

without friction between neighbouring tendons, the

four EDL tendons were tied together using polyester

thread. For the same reasons, the distal tendons of TA

and EHL as well as the distal tendons of peroneal

muscles (PER) were tied to each other, creating a
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complex of these muscles. Two pieces of the epicondy-

lus lateralis of the femur were cut, representing the

origin of EDL muscle and of the lateral collateral

ligament. Both pieces of bone were attached to metal

rods using 100% polyester yarn. Markers were placed

on the gastrocnemius muscle, representing the original

proximo-distal position of the origin of the EDL muscle

and lateral collateral ligament. Screws were inserted in

to the medial surface of the tibia and used for tibia

fixation. The foot was firmly fixed to a plate. Both tibia

and footplate were fixed within a rigid frame in such a

way that the muscles were aligned with the force

transducer. Within the femoral compartment, the tibial

nerve and the sural branch of the sciatic nerve were cut

as proximally as possible. The sciatic nerve was

dissected free of its surroundings. Only the peroneus

communis nerve branch was left intact, other branches

were denervated. Branches of the intact common

peroneal nerve innervate EDL, TA and EHL muscles.

Stimulation of the nerve will, therefore, activate all

three muscles simultaneously.

The experimental apparatus

The rat was placed on a platform. The footplate was

positioned in such a way that the ankle angle was in

extreme plantar flexion to make room for free passage

of the distal tendons (Fig. 1). The knee was kept at a

110 �angle. All three distal tendon complexes as well as

the proximal EDL tendon and the collateral lateral

ligament (the latter two still attached to pieces of bone)

were connected to force transducers (BLH Electronica,

Canton, MA, USA; maximal output error <0.1%,

compliance of 0.0162 mm N)1) using stainless steel

rods to ensure isometric contractions. The force trans-

ducers were mounted on single axis micropositioners.

The sciatic nerve was placed in a pair of electrodes

(supramaximal current).

Experimental conditions

The nerve was prevented from dehydration by covering

it with paper tissue saturated with isotonic saline and

covered by a thin piece of latex. Ambient temperature

(22 �C � 0.5 �C) and air humidity (70 � 2%) were

kept constant by a computer controlled air-conditioning

system (Holland Heating, Waalwijk, the Netherlands).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 Representation of the experimental set up and mus-

cle anatomy of the rat anterior crural compartment. (a) Sche-

matic lateral view of the rat anterior crural compartment after

removal of the skin and biceps femoris muscle. Connective

tissue at the muscle bellies was left intact. Origins and inser-

tions of muscles are shown. Proximally, the extensor digitorum

longus (EDL) tendon attaches at the lateral condyle of the

femur and the tibialis anterior (TA) originates from the antero-

proximal face of the tibia. The TA + EHL complex is made

transparent in the image to allow showing of the position of the

EDL and the EHL originating at the anterior intermuscular

septum. The distal tendons of EDL insert on the four toes. Both

distal TA and EHL tendons curve medially to insert on meta-

tarsal I. The proximal EDL tendon was severed and attached to

a force transducer using a metal rod (represented by an arrow).

Distally, the tendons of EDL as well as of the TA + EHL

complex were connected to separate force transducers using

metal rods (represented by arrows). Both tibia and foot were

fixed within a rigid frame so that the muscles were aligned with

the force transducers. (b) Lateral view of gross muscle anatomy

after removal of the skin and biceps femoris muscle. After

limited fasciotomy, the distal and proximal tendon of EDL and

the distal tendon of TA + EHL were severed. EDL muscle is

covered completely by TA + EHL muscle and GM muscle,

except for both proximal and distal tendons. (c) Inverted image

of a cross-section of the rat anterior crural compartment at

50% of the proximo-distal length of the EDL muscle belly,

showing TA muscle enveloping a large part of EDL. The EHL

is only present more distally. The TA–EDL connective tissue

interface is indicated by white arrows. Bar indicates 1 mm.
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Muscle and tendon tissue was further prevented from

dehydration by regularly irrigating the tissue with

isotonic saline. Timing of stimulation of the nerve and

A/D conversion (12-bit A/D converter, sampling fre-

quency 1000 Hz, resolution of force 0.01 N) were

controlled by a special purpose microcomputer. Before

each contraction, the EDL muscle was brought to the

desired length passively by moving the distal force

transducer exclusively. The tibialis anterior and exten-

sor hallucis longus (TAEHL) complex and the peronei

muscles were kept at constant length set to exert an

initial force of respectively 3 and 5 N. The collateral

lateral ligament was kept at a position equivalent to its

in situ position corresponding to the knee angle

imposed. The original proximal EDL position was

determined by using the corresponding marker position

on the gastrocnemius muscle. The proximal EDL

position was subsequently placed at a length which

was 2 mm shorter than the original marker position.

The experimental stimulation protocol consisted of two

twitches (at t ¼ 200 and t ¼ 400 ms), followed by a

pulse train (at t ¼ 600 ms) with a staircase complex of

ascending stimulation frequencies (ASF) of 10, 20, 30

and 100 Hz (Fig. 2), and a final twitch at t ¼ 1800 ms.

The successive pulse frequency phases were equal in

duration (250 ms) and total stimulation time was

1000 ms. After each contraction, the muscles were

allowed to recover near active slack length for 2 min.

Before acquiring data, EDL muscle was preconditioned

by isometric contractions alternatively at high and low

lengths of EDL until forces at low length were repro-

ducible, i.e. effects of previous activity at high lengths

are removed (Huijing & Baan 2001a,b). Isometric

contractions were performed at different EDL lengths

starting near muscle active slack (i.e. the smallest muscle

length at which muscle active force approaches zero).

The muscle–tendon complex was distally lengthened

with 1.0 mm increments. Results are plotted for a

length range to 3 mm over 100 Hz optimum length.

Passive isometric muscle force was measured just prior

to the tetanic contraction, and total isometric muscle

force was measured during the tetanic plateau of the

muscle force.

Treatment of data and statistics

Passive muscle force was fitted using an exponential

curve y ¼ exp (ax + b), where y represents passive

muscle force, x represents muscle length and ‘a’ and ‘b’

are fitting constants. Active EDL muscle force (Fma) was

estimated by subtracting passive force (Fmp) for the

appropriate muscle length from total force (Fm). Active

EDL length–force data were then fitted with a stepwise

polynomial regression procedure. In this procedure, the

curve fit is determined by increasing the order (maxi-

mum of 6) of the polynomial as long as this yields

a significant improvement to the description of the

length-active force data, as determined by one-way

analysis of variance (anova). The polynomial: y ¼
b0 + b1x + b2x2 + … Bnxn, where y represents active

muscle force, x represents active muscle force length

and b0…bn are fitting constants. Optimum muscle

length was defined for each curve as the active muscle

length at which the fitted curve showed maximal active

muscle force (Fmao). Using the selected polynomials,

mean and SE of active muscle force were calculated for

a given EDL length. In order to estimate more

accurately the distal active slack length, data of muscle

length and active muscle force (Fma < 0.3 · Fmao) were

selected. The data points were then extrapolated with a

fitted curve where y ¼ exp(b0 x + b1) + b2. Active

slack length was determined by solving the roots for

this equation. Two-way anova’s for repeated measures

were performed to test for the effects of stimulation

frequency (four levels: 10, 20, 30 and 100 Hz) and EDL

muscle length on the force exerted at the proximal and

distal tendons of EDL muscle as well as TAEHL

complex forces. In addition, a two-way anova was

used to test for the effects of stimulation frequency and

EDL muscle length on the distally and proximally

measured optimum muscle length (Lmao). To test for the

presence of a proximo-distal EDL force difference, one-

way anova was performed. If significant effects were

found, post-hoc tests were performed using the Bonfer-

roni procedure for multiple pairwise comparisons to

locate differences. Main and interaction effects as well

as differences were considered significant at P < 0.05.

Results

Effects of stimulation frequency on length–force

characteristics of EDL muscle

Representative time – EDL force traces of the ascending

frequency stimulation protocol are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the ascending stimula-

tion frequency (ASF) protocol. The protocol started with two

twitches (TW), followed by an ascending staircase of 10, 20, 30

and 100 Hz stimulation, and ended by a twitch.
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The protocol started with two twitches followed by

10 Hz stimulation. In three steps, the stimulation

frequency was increased to 100 Hz and EDL force

increases with it. Note that at low as well as at high

muscle length, the tetani are not completely fused for

stimulation frequencies of 10–30 Hz. At low muscle

length, EDL forces are low. Note that EDL proximal

force is higher than EDL distal force. Both forces reach

the plateau phase simultaneously. At higher muscle

length, EDL distal force reaches the tetanus plateau

earlier than EDL proximal force. EDL distal force is

now higher than EDL proximal force.

For distal EDL active force, anova indicates signifi-

cant main effects of stimulation frequency and EDL

length as well as an interaction between these factors

(Fig. 4a). The ascending frequency protocol (ASF) was

attended by significantly higher muscles force. Force

enhancement was length dependent (P < 0.05) and

force decreased at muscle lengths over the optimum

length. Distal active force increases with increasing

length in two major ways: (1) a flatter region; the length

range from active slack length to Dlm+t � )7 to )8; and

(2) a steeper region; the length range between

Dlm+t � )7 and optimum lengths. No significant shifts

of distal active slack lengths (estimated by extrapola-

tion) could be shown. Extrapolation to zero force of

proximal length–force data was unreasonable because

of high levels of proximal force remaining as well as the

shape of the curve. For lower frequencies, optimum

muscle length shifted substantially to higher muscle

length (e.g. for 10 Hz the shift equalled 2.4 mm, see

Fig. 5b). Distal passive force increased exponentially as

a function of EDL muscle length. Note that a rise in

passive force starts well below optimum length (i.e.

Dlm+t � )5). For proximal active force (Fig. 4b), anova

indicates significant effects of stimulation frequency and

muscle length as well as an interaction between these

factors. Proximal active force also increased as a

function of EDL muscle length in two phases, but the

length ranges seem different from those of distal EDL

active force: for the lower stimulation frequencies,

the slower increase ends at higher lengths (i.e.

)6 < Dlm+t < )5) but for 100 Hz this phase ends at

lower lengths (Dlm+t � )8). At lower stimulation fre-

quencies, optimum muscle length of proximal active

force was shown to have shifted significantly to higher

lengths (e.g. 2.6 mm at 10 Hz stimulation, see Fig. 5b).

Proximal passive force increased exponentially with

lengthening of EDL. Note that proximal passive force

does not increase substantially until optimum length is

attained.

Figure 4 Effects of firing frequency on extensor digitorum

longus (EDL) length–force characteristics. All values are shown

as means + SE, n ¼ 6. (a) Length–force characteristics as

measured at the distal tendon. (b) Length–force characteristics

as measured at the proximal tendon. EDL length, increased by

distal EDL lengthening (Dlm+t EDL dist), is expressed as devi-

ation from distal optimum length for 100 Hz stimulation.

3 Fm EDL (N) 100 Hz

30 Hz

20 Hz

10 Hz

EDLp

EDLp

EDLd

Time (ms)

EDLd
2.5

2
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0
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Figure 3 Representative proximal and distal time-force traces

obtained by applying the ascending frequency stimulation

protocol. Near active slack length (lower traces); near optimum

muscle length (upper traces). ‘EDLd’ indicates distal EDL

force; ‘EDLp’ indicates proximal EDL force.
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Proximo-distal EDL force differences and effects

of stimulation frequency

Figure 5a shows examples of the length–force curves of

EDL proximal and distal active force at 20 and 100 Hz

stimulation. Proximal and distal EDL active forces

differ as a function of muscle–tendon complex lengths

and stimulation frequency. Note that distal EDL passive

force is also significantly higher than proximally meas-

ured EDL passive force. For 10 and 100 Hz stimulation

frequency, optimum length measured at the proximal

tendon of EDL differs from optimum length measured

at the distal tendon (Fig. 5b), but not for 20 and 30 Hz

stimulation.

A plot of proximo-distal force differences (Fig. 6a)

shows that except for 100 Hz stimulation, proximal

and distal active forces are similar at low muscle lengths

()9 < lm+t < )5). However, for lm+t> )5, distal active

force is dominant over proximal active force. The

proximo-distal EDL active force difference increased

until well over optimum length (Fig. 6a). The absolute

difference in active force between the proximal and

distal tendon is highest for 100 Hz stimulation (DF ¼
0.36 N), and is lowest at 10 Hz stimulation (DF ¼
0.2 N). At low muscle lengths, ()9 < lm+t < )5), prox-

imal and distal passive forces are equal. The passive

proximo-distal force difference starts to increase

exponentially for lm+t > )5 and eventually becomes

larger than the active proximo-distal force difference.

In contrast, for a certain length range

()3 < Dlm+t < 0) force differences, normalized for distal

optimum force per frequency, are quite similar for

different stimulation frequencies (Fig. 6b). For other

length ranges, substantial differences were found. At

higher lengths, 10 Hz stimulation caused the highest

Figure 5 Comparison of extensor digitorum longus (EDL)

proximal and distal length force characteristics at different

stimulation frequencies. All values are shown as means + SE,

n ¼ 6. (a) Length–force characteristics of EDL muscle–tendon

complex length, increased by distal EDL lengthening (Dlm+t

EDL dist), expressed as deviation from 100 Hz distal optimum

length. (b) Proximal and distal optimum muscle lengths (lmao)

vs. stimulation frequency.

Figure 6 Effects of stimulation frequency and extensor dig-

itorum longus (EDL) muscle tendon complex length, increased

by distal EDL lengthening (Dlm+t EDL dist), on the proximo-

distal force difference. Values are shown as means + SE, n ¼ 6.

(a) DF, absolute difference between distal and proximal active

and passive force. (b) DF, normalized for distal optimum active

force per frequency [Fmao (f)] and passive force (normalized for

distal 100 Hz optimum force). Both graphs are plotted as a

function of muscle–tendon complex length (Dlm+t) of EDL.

EDL muscle–tendon complex length is expressed as a deviation

from 100 Hz distal optimum length.
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normalized difference (up to 30% Fmao) and 100 Hz

stimulation the lowest (up to � 15% Fmao). At low

lengths, only major normalized proximo-distal force

differences were found for 100 Hz ()20%) stimulation.

The normalized passive force difference equals zero at

low muscle lengths, but shows an exponential increase

at lm+t > )5. The increase of a significant proximo-distal

force difference with lower stimulation frequencies,

suggest that the transmission of force by epimuscular

myofascial pathways increases relatively with respect to

myotendinous force transmission at low frequency

stimulation.

Effects of EDL length and stimulation frequency on

TAEHL complex force

anova showed significant main effects of EDL muscle–

tendon complex length and stimulation frequency on

TAEHL active force as well as an interaction between

these factors, on TAEHL active force (Fig. 7). TAEHL

active force increased significantly with firing frequency.

Distal lengthening of the EDL muscle–tendon complex

caused the TAEHL active force to decrease significantly

despite the fact that TAEHL muscle–tendon complex

length was left unchanged. Figure 7b shows that the

decreases in force normalized for the initial levels are

substantial (e.g. 10 Hz active force dropped approx.

40%). Note that normalized force decrease is lowest for

100 Hz and highest for 10 Hz. Note also that decreas-

ing TAEHL active force coincides with increasing EDL

proximo-distal active force difference, particularly at

higher lengths. This is taken as an indication that, as

EDL is lengthened, at least part of TAEHL active force

is exerted at the distal tendon of EDL through myofas-

cial pathways.

Discussion

EDL proximo-distal force differences and myofascial force

transmission

At submaximal firing frequencies, isometric force exer-

ted at the proximal and distal tendons of EDL muscle

was found to differ as a function of EDL length. These

findings are in agreement with those of previous studies

on epimuscular myofascial force transmission in max-

imally activated muscle (Huijing et al. 1998, Maas et al.

2001). Any such proximo-distal force difference indi-

cates that net forces, additional to myotendinous ones,

act as a load on the muscle. Intact inter- and/or

extramuscular connections surrounding the EDL muscle

mediate this myofascial force transmission (Huijing &

Baan 2001a). The effects of such force transmission do

not arise from innate characteristics of the muscle fibre,

but can be best understood on the basis of changes in

length, direction of applied length changes, as well as

relative positions of muscles and concomitant changes

in the configuration of extra- and intermuscular

connective tissues connecting EDL and the TA + EHL

complex (Huijing & Baan 2001a, Maas et al. 2003b). It

indicates that, when considering a muscle active within

an intact organism, an integrative approach is needed

(Huijing 2003), which also accounts for changes in

muscle characteristics as a result of interaction with

tissues at higher levels of organization.

The decrease in active force exerted by TAEHL while

kept at constant muscle tendon complex length

(Fig. 7a), can be seen as a direct effect of epimuscular

myofascial force transmission due to changes in the

configuration of the connective tissue between EDL and

TA + EHL (Huijing et al. 1998, Maas et al. 2001). As

EDL is distally lengthened, myofascial connections at

the interface between TA + EHL and EDL lengthen and

Figure 7 Effects of distal extensor digitorum longus (EDL)

lengthening (Dlm+t EDL dist) on tibialis anterior (TA) + EHL

forces. Values are shown as means + SE, n ¼ 6. (a) TA + EHL

active forces; (b) TAEHL active forces expressed as a per-

centage of the initial active force. Both graphs are plotted as a

function of EDL muscle–tendon complex length (Dlm+t EDL

dist). EDL muscle–tendon complex length is expressed as a

deviation from 100 Hz distal optimum length.
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forces generated by sarcomeres within the TA + EHL

will be exerted on the distal EDL tendon.

Myofascial force transmission at lower firing frequencies

Although the absolute magnitude of EDL active force

transmitted through epimuscular myofascial connec-

tions (i.e. the difference between distally and proximally

measured forces) peaked at 100 Hz (Fig. 6a), the

normalized force difference (proximo-distal force dif-

ference normalized for distal optimum force per fre-

quency) was highest at 10 Hz (Fig. 6b). For TA + EHL

active forces (Fig. 7), the normalized decrease in active

force was also found to be enhanced at lower firing

frequencies. This indicates that, as stimulation fre-

quency decreases, a larger fraction of the force is

transmitted via epimuscular myofascial connections.

Apparently, as stimulation frequency was lowered, the

stiffness of the myofascial pathways (not containing

serial sarcomeres) decreased less than the stiffness of the

sarcomeres in series – myotendinous pathway. The

decreased stiffness of the serial sarcomeres, which

affected our results in a major way, is a function of

the decreased number of cross-bridges binding to actin

filaments. In fully dissected rat muscles it was found

that for each stimulation frequency, a typical force

stiffness curve existed (Ettema & Huijing 1994),

indicating a lower serial stiffness for sarcomeres –

myotendinous pathway at lower forces.

Effects of stimulation frequency on length–force

characteristics

The dependence of length–force characteristics on

stimulation frequency is a well-known phenomenon

for fully dissected muscle since the observations of Rack

& Westbury (1969). For fully dissected muscles at

submaximal levels of stimulation, shifts in muscle

optimum length arise from the length-dependent

Ca-sensitivity of force (Rack & Westbury 1969,

Stephenson & Wendt 1984). At sarcomere lengths

higher than optimum length of maximal activation, the

effects of decreased filament overlap are counteracted

by a higher force exerted per unit [Ca2+]. These two

counteracting effects create new optimal conditions for

active force at higher lengths. The use of both syn-

chronous stimulation as well as a distributed stimula-

tion of groups of motor units at variable stimulation

frequencies by Rack & Westbury (1969) showed that at

low firing frequencies, a distributed stimulation pro-

tocol provides smoother tetani than synchronous

stimulation, and is thus one step closer to physiological

conditions. However, the firing frequency dependence

of length–force characteristics still holds true during

synchronous stimulation (Mela et al. 2002). In addition

to shifts in muscle optimum lengths, muscle active slack

length was found to shift to higher muscle lengths as

firing frequency is decreased (Rack & Westbury 1969,

Roszek & Huijing 1997, Brown et al. 1999).

Effects of myofascial force transmission on firing

frequency-related shifts in optimum muscle length

In accordance with results of Rack & Westbury (1969;

for fully dissected cat soleus muscle), Brown et al.

(1999; for dissected feline caudofemoralis muscle), and

Roszek & Huijing (1997; for fully dissected rat GM

muscle), our present results show that also for a muscle

within an intact compartment, lower stimulation fre-

quencies are always accompanied by a progressive shift

of optimum EDL length to higher lengths (Fig. 5).

However, this shift is not equal for distally and

proximally measured forces (Fig. 5b), indicating effects

of additional factors.

It should be noted, however, that optimum length

cannot be measured directly, since only passive force

and total force is measured experimentally. As active

force is calculated by subtracting passive force before or

after the tetanic contraction from total force, only an

estimate of optimum length for whole muscle is

obtained (MacIntosh & MacNaughton 2005). There-

fore, the actual shifts in optimum lengths will be

enhanced compared with our present results; passive

force becomes relatively more important at higher

muscle lengths and the underestimation of optimum

length will increase.

In fully dissected and maximally activated muscle the

following additional factors determine muscle optimum

length (length of maximal active force exertion): (1)

effects of pennation; (2) elastic effects of series elastic

structures; and (3) the serial distribution in sarcomere

lengths.

For muscles within its in vivo context of connective

tissues, this reasoning has to be extended to include

effects of an enhanced parallel distribution of sarcom-

eres lengths [or fibre mean sarcomeres length (Huijing

1996)], distinguishing proximal and distal fibre popu-

lations of muscle fibres within the muscle. Finite

element modelling of muscle with connections to the

extracellular matrix (Yucesoy et al. 2003) shows that

substantial differences in fibre mean sarcomere lengths

are to be expected between proximal and distal parts of

the muscle, which are affected by asymmetries of muscle

geometry and asymmetries of stiffness of myofascial

connections.

Our present results also provide indirect evidence for

the presence of a serial distribution of sarcomeres

lengths within muscle fibres: near optimum lengths

(Figs 3 and 5a) absolute EDL active force exerted at the

distal tendon is higher than at the proximal tendon.
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There are two, mutually exclusive, alternative explana-

tions for this phenomenon:

(1) Individual sarcomeres within the distal segment of

EDL muscle fibres are active on the descending

limb of their length force curves. Therefore, if they

exert higher active forces, they would be active at

lower lengths than the proximal sarcomeres within

the same fibres. In accordance with results of

(Julian & Morgan 1979), who related directly

measured sarcomeres dynamics to the duration of

creep, the enhanced creep in the proximal force

traces (Fig. 3) would indicate the increased sar-

comeres dynamics within muscle fibres at higher

lengths. In such a case, the lower optimum length

found for proximal EDL at 10 and 100 Hz firing

frequencies would be explained by such serial

distribution of sarcomeres length.

(2) Individual sarcomeres within the distal segment of

EDL muscle fibres are active on the ascending limb

of their length force curves. Therefore, they would

be active at higher lengths than the proximal

sarcomeres within the same fibres. This view is

supported by finite element model results that

explained well the principle of epimuscular myo-

fascial force transmission and its experimentally

found effects on muscle length force characteristics

(Yucesoy et al. 2003).

To discriminate between these two alternative expla-

nations the following arguments are used: (1) On

activation, the degree of shortening of sarcomeres is

determined by the compliance of the series elastics

elements. Within single muscle fibres (Julian & Morgan

1979), serial sarcomeres and their myotendinous con-

nections and thus intersarcomere dynamics are the

determining factor because of the comparatively low

stiffness of the (remnants of) endomysium. In contrast

for sarcomeres of a muscle acting within its in vivo

context of connective tissues, the length and compliance

series elastic components (serial sarcomeres and rem-

nants of the endomysium) are not affected predomin-

antly by the sarcomeres of the muscle fibre considered,

but also by sarcomeres as well as connected endo- and

perimysial stromata of muscle fibres adjacent with in

the muscle (and given epimuscular myofascial force

transmission even by more distant structures). In such a

case, additional forces are exerted on the myofascial

series elastic elements. Consequently, these series elastic

elements are expected to be at higher lengths and thus

stiffer and stable equilibrium sarcomere lengths are

expected to be attained faster than in single muscle

fibres (Yucesoy et al. 2003). These authors showed that

the experimentally determined creep duration showed

no direct relation to the calculated serial distribution of

fibre strain (being an estimate for sarcomeres length). In

contrast to single fibre results, high equilibrium serial

distributions would be preceded by low creep durations.

(2) For the passive muscle a higher force is indicative of

higher sarcomere lengths. This means that, prior to

stimulation at different frequencies, the distal sarcom-

eres within muscle fibres of EDL are at higher lengths

than their proximal counterparts. In such conditions, a

reversal of serial sarcomeres length distribution upon

activation is highly unlikely as the shorter proximal

sarcomeres within EDL muscle fibres would be exposed

to more compliant series elastic elements and would

shorten more than their distal counterparts.

Therefore, we conclude that the second explanation is

the more likely one: near optimum lengths, distal

sarcomeres attain a higher length than the proximal

ones within the same muscle fibres.

If for all muscle fibres of EDL the same serial

distribution of sarcomeres length would be present,

for all firing frequencies one would expect distally

determined EDL optimal force to occur at lower muscle

lengths than proximally determined EDL optimal force.

However, our present results indicate either no effect

(Fig. 5b: 20 and 30 Hz) or an opposite effect (Fig. 5b:

10 Hz). Therefore, we hypothesize that an parallel

distribution of fibre mean sarcomeres length, enhanced

by epimuscular myofascial force transmission caused

net differences between proximally and distally deter-

mined optimum muscle lengths (at 10 and 100 Hz) and

just compensated opposing effects at intermediate firing

frequencies. This happens because additional forces

transmitted via epimuscular connections are not exerted

equally on all muscle fibres. For example, the neuro-

vascular tract giving off branches of nerves and blood

vessels to the muscles while coursing through the

compartment in distal direction becomes smaller in

diameter and less stiff.

Effects of myofascial force transmission on frequency-

related shifts in active slack lengths

In contrast to the findings on fully dissected muscle

(Rack & Westbury 1969, Roszek & Huijing 1997,

Brown et al. 1999) in which a lowered firing frequency

shifted muscle active slack length progressively to

higher muscle lengths, no significant firing frequency

related shifts of distal active slack length were found in

our current study (Fig. 4a).

Muscle active slack length is the muscle length at

which no active force is exerted by sarcomeres within a

fibre on structures outside of the muscle. Therefore,

muscle active slack length is not attained until the last

sarcomere exerting force did shorten to its active slack

length. In addition to elastic and pennation effects,

serial or parallel distributions of sarcomere lengths may

affect the muscle length at which this condition is
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fulfilled. Firing frequency-related shifts of active slack

length in fully dissected muscles are thought to be due to

intracellular mechanisms related to the lower sensitivity

to calcium at lower lengths (Rack & Westbury 1969,

Roszek & Huijing 1997, Brown et al. 1999). Therefore,

one would expect a shift in active slack length to be

present also for a muscle within an intact compartment,

unless a compensating effect is created by the presence

of such myofascial connections. Such a compensation of

a shift in active slack length is not likely to be the result

of a serial distribution of sarcomere lengths; at lower

firing frequencies, the serial distribution is negligible

(DF EDL approaches zero). Therefore, it is hypothesized

that at lower firing frequencies, the increased role of

myofascial force transmission causes an increased par-

allel distribution in sarcomere lengths (i.e. enhanced

distribution in fibre mean sarcomere lengths). In order

to compensate the frequency-related shift in active slack

length to higher muscle lengths, this increased parallel

distribution should be characterized by an increased

incidence of higher lengths of the sarcomeres still

exerting force at low muscle lengths.

In conclusion, epimuscular myofascial force trans-

mission becomes increasingly important at low stimu-

lation frequencies, indicating that the relative stiffness

of the serial sarcomeres-myotendinous path decreased

more than that of the myofascial paths. The firing

frequency dependent effects on length–force character-

istics are modified by myofascial force transmission and

create different effects at opposite ends of the muscle.

Such effects should be taken into account for muscles

operating within their in vivo context of connective

tissues. Changes of distributions of sarcomere lengths

(particularly parallel distributions) are hypothesized to

play a major role in these effects.
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